We consider a network flow problem, where the outgoing flow is reduced by a certain percentage in each node. Given a maximum amount of flow that can leave the source node, the aim is to find a solution that maximizes the amount of flow which arrives at the sink.
Introduction
Network flow with losses (and also gains) is a well-known and fruitful object of study, see, e.g., [Old01, Rad98, Way99] . Applications can typically be found, e.g., in telecommunication networks, electrical networks, exchange markets, machine loading, lot-sizing or the Boolean satisfiability problem.
Also the field of evacuation planning has seen rising interest in the application of operations research models to help the decision maker assessing a critical situation, and making the right choices to potentially safe lives, see, e.g., [OMH09, LKN11] . For general overviews, we refer to [HT01, AG06] . Also, network flows are a standard modeling technique in the field, see, e.g., [CFS82, Yam96, CHT88] .
In this paper, we extend the concept of flows with losses to also include improvability (i.e., the amount of loss can be reduced at a limited number of nodes) as well as robustness (i.e., the exact amount of loss is not known exactly). Both model extensions are motivated by applications in evacuation planning.
As an example, we consider the situation that several evacuees need to leave an endangered region on foot (e.g., after an earthquake or a flooding strikes an urban area). Depending on the path they choose, they face different estimated degrees of dangerousness, which lead to the potential death of evacuees. Such a situation can be captured as a network flow with losses, where the number of evacuees reaching safety is to be maximized (see [NNL + 14] ). From a short-term perspective, security forces can be used to reduce the risk in the network (e.g., by extinguishing fires with the help of airplanes, or by removing debris) during an evacuation. From a long-term perspective, the structural safety of an endangered area can be improved (e.g., by stabilizing buildings with a relatively high probability of collapse during an earthquake), which will also result in a reduced risk value during an emergency.
Furthermore, as risk values are only an estimation, they are considered as being uncertain. We present a robust optimization approach with network improvability to include both these points.
In the following, we present some further literature in which related aspects are analyzed.
The basic idea of the well-known "Contraflow"-setting is to make better use of the given infrastructure in the case of an evacuation. As an example, if a highway has two lanes entering the endangered area, and two lanes leaving the endangered area, it makes sense to reverse at least one of the two entering lanes to facilitate the outgoing flow. The contraflow problem has been considered by [XLW10, XT11] and many others. Similar to our setting, the lane reversal may be interpreted as the distribution of improvements in the network, where the number of such improvements is bounded. However, in our setting, improvements are not on arc capacities, but on vertex safety instead.
There are several papers considering network improvement problems (such as [SK98, KMN + 98, DNW04, OZ07, DLG11, LM13, CLZ06]). However, the problem of improving vertex safety has not been considered yet.
Regarding the field of robust optimization in general as a means to handle optimization problems affected by uncertainty, we refer to the surveys [KY97, ABV09, BS04, BS03, BTGN09] and [GS15] . In our setting, we follow a two-stage adjustable robust approach (see [BTGGN04] ). As the resulting optimization problem is too large to be solved directly, we employ an iterative scenariogeneration method (see also [ACF + 13, BCP14, GLMR14, ZZ13]). Contributions and overview. In Section 2, we introduce the nominal (i.e., non-uncertain) max flow problem with losses and improvements, which we use to model pedestrian movements during an evacuation. This model is extended to include uncertainty in Section 3, where we also present an iterative solution algorithm. As already the nominal problem is NP-hard, we also consider heuristic solution approaches in Section 4, and compare these algorithms in a computational study in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper and points out further research directions.
Flow with Losses and Improvability

Flow with Losses
Let a directed graph G = (V, A) be given. We start with considering the maximum flow problem, where in each vertex i ∈ V , the flow leaving node i is multiplied with a fixed factor p i ∈ [0, 1]. Given a bound on the value of outflow of a source, the flow with losses (FL) problem is to find the largest possible amount of flow entering a sink. The restriction to a single sink and a single source is without loss of generality, as multiple sources and sinks can be collected to a super-source and -sink, respectively.
The problem can be easily modeled as a linear program using the variables f ij to denote the flow along arc (i, j) ∈ A. Let s ∈ V denote the source node, and t ∈ V the sink node. We write V := V \ {s, t}. Furthermore, let S ∈ R + denote the maximum amount of flow leaving the source node, and let the capacity of each arc (i, j) ∈ A be denoted as u ij ∈ R + . The flow with losses problem can then be formulated as:
The objective function (1) is to maximize the amount of flow entering the sink t. Constraint (2) ensures that at most S evacuees leave the source s, while Constraints (3) are a modification of the usual flow constraints, capturing the relative loss of flow in each node. Finally, Constraints (4) ensure that arc capacities u ij are respected. In evacuation planning, the model can be used to calculate the percentage of pedestrian evacuees that could reach safe places, starting from an endangered region. Nodes can correspond to street crossings or important points along a street, and arcs to streets or street sections connecting these points. Note that this model follows a macroscopic point of view, i.e., individual or selfish behavior of evacuees is ignored. Thus, a resulting optimal solution may be considered as an upper bound on the actual percentage of evacuees reaching safe places, which is only attainable if every evacuee acted according to the system optimum. Typically, macroscopic optimization results are complemented with microscopic simulation results to give a more realistic description of an emergency situation (see [HHK + 11] ).
Flow with Losses and Improvability
We now extend the simple model FL to include possible improvements on the vertices. We assume that along with the loss p i at every node i ∈ V , we are also given an amount of possible improvementp i , where p i +p i ≤ 1. The improvement of any node i has costs c i , and there is a budget B on the total possible improvement costs. We denote the problem as FLI (flow with losses and improvements).
To model FLI as a mathematical program, we start with the following nonlinear model:
(p j +p j z j )
As before, the objective function (5) models the number of evacuees entering the safety node, while Constraint (6) bounds the number of evacuees leaving the start node. We use new binary variables z i to model if node i ∈ V is improved or not. Thus, Constraint (7) is a knapsack-constraint on the spendable budget. Finally, Constraints (8) model the loss of flow along the nodes, where the loss factor is p i +p i , if i is improved, and p i otherwise. We linearize the products z j f ij to gain a mixed-integer linear program. To this end, we introduce additional variables h j := (i,j)∈A z j f ij . The resulting model is then the following:
The new Constraints (14) and (15) model that h j = (i,j)∈A f ij if and only if z j = 1. To this end, M must be a large enough constant (when solving this problem, one would choose different constants M j = min{S, (i,j)∈A u ij } per constraint). Note that due to Constraint (13), one can easily show weak NP-completeness of FLI by a reduction from the one-dimensional knapsack problem, where we use one node for each item. Each node has p i = 0 andp i equal to the profit of that item. Each node has also a size c i and the overall size of the knapsack is equal to B. However, we can even show strong NP-completeness via the 3-partition problem. A proof is given in Appendix A.
Theorem 1. The decision problem of FLI is strongly NP-complete.
Robust Flows
We now extend the FLI problem to include uncertainty in the loss values p. The motivation is to better model that these values can only be estimates, and will never reflect the actual risk on a vertex. Instead, we assume to know only an uncertainty set U ⊆ R |V | that contains all possible realizations of p. We have to decide where to put our improvement resources before we know the realization of p. Then, the actual scenario becomes revealed and the evacuees take the best possible route with respect to our improvements, and the scenario. Following a worst-case approach, the question is: Where should we put the improvements, so that the evacuee flow is maximal in the worst case that may happen?
This approach follows the idea of adjustable robustness (see [BTGGN04] ), by assuming that variables z are here-and-now (i.e., need to be decided in advance), and variables f, h are wait-and-see (i.e., can be decided later, when the scenario is known). A similar two-stage approach can also be found in [LLMS09] , where the authors allow the first-stage solution to change once the scenario is known.
Finite Uncertainty Sets
We first consider the case of a finite set of scenarios U f = {p 1 , . . . , p N }, and write N := {1, . . . , N }. We assume that p k i +p i ≤ 1 for all i ∈ V , k ∈ N . The resulting robust two-stage problem can be modeled in the following way:
We shall also write RFLI(U f ) when the uncertainty set underlying this formulation needs to be specified.
For every scenario k ∈ N , we introduce a new set of flows f k , h k , which depend on the risk of the respective scenario. The minimum in the objective function can be removed by writing
instead. Note that we may consider only the variables z (i.e., the improvements) as decision variables; then, to evaluate the objective of z, one needs to solve a nominal FLI problem for every scenario to determine the resulting worst-case.
Bounded Uncertainty Sets
Model
We now extend the previous model by considering more complex uncertainty sets. For every loss value p i , two possible outcomes {p i , p i } are given. However, as it would be too pessimistic to assume that the worst-case p i happens at all nodes simultaneously, we follow the spirit of [BS04] and bound the number of vertices that may deviate from their best-case p i . We model this as the following uncertainty set:
As before, we assume p i +p i ≤ 1. Here, K ∈ N is a parameter that can be used to control the degree of conservatism of a solution. For K = |V |, the uncertainty set U becomes a Cartesian product, resulting in a large possible set of outcomes. A resulting robust solution will have a relatively small nominal objective value, but a high degree of robustness. For K = 0 on the other hand, the uncertainty set U becomes a best-case singleton, meaning that uncertainty is ignored and a nominal FLI problem needs to be solved. It is in the hands of the practitioner to find a value for K that suits the application, and the outcomes of multiple alternatives may be compared. This uncertainty set is similar to the one proposed in [BS04] , but only uses its extreme points for better tractability. Other robust optimization problems have used similar sets, see, e.g., [BKK11] .
Note that one could write RFLI(U) directly as a mixed-integer program like (20-28), as U(K) is also a finite uncertainty set with exponential size. However, this would ignore the structure of the uncertainty set. In the following, we consider more efficient approaches that do not require the inclusion of all scenarios upfront.
Evaluating a solution
We first consider the following subproblem: Given a fixed choice of improvements z, which scenario p ∈ U is responsible for the worst output flow? We may model this question as an optimization problem over the losses p.
We decide for each node i if it is "bad" with the help of the binary variable w i . We would like to make a choice in a way that f * (p) is as small as possible, where f * (p) denotes the optimal outflow under scenario p. This is itself simply a flow with losses problem.
Note that using "≥" in Constraint (31) instead of "=" does not change the optimal solution of the flow with losses problem. To integrate the computation of f * (p) into W C(z), we dualize the problem and get:
where
We now use this dual formulation to rewrite W C(z).
Due to the product w j γ j , this is a non-linear program (note that z is fixed, and the product z j γ j is linear here).
where M is a constant large enough (M ≥ |V | suffices). Note that this solves the separation problem of a two-stage problem without fixed recourse (see, e.g., [AP15], for recent general results on this topic).
Solution Algorithms
Scenario Generation
Using formulation (33-42) for W C(z), we can evaluate the objective value for a choice of improvements z and also produce a scenario w where this objective value is attained. In the following, this is used as part of a solution algorithm.
We start with any finite scenario set U 0 ⊆ U, e.g., U 0 = ∅ or U 0 = {p}. Solving RFLI(U 0 ) yields some solution for the improvements z 0 and an objective value OBJ 0 . Solving W C(z 0 ) determines a new scenario given by w 0 and an objective value W C 0 . Setting U 1 := U 0 ∪ {w 0 } gives a new scenario set that can be used to determine the next choice of improvements, which is then iteratively repeated.
The algorithm stops with an improvement z k , when the objective value of the worst-case problem W C(z k ) equals the objective value of RFLI(U k ). As each problem RFLI(U k ) for a scenario set U k ⊆ U is a relaxation of the problem RFLI(U), the optimal objective value of each solution z k is an upper bound on the optimal objective value of problem RFLI(U). Therefore, optimality is proved when the worst-case objective equals the estimated upper bound.
Algorithm 1 (Exact Algorithm for RFLI(U))
Require: An instance of RFLI(U).
1: k ← 0 2: U 0 ← {p} 3: Solve RFLI(U k ). Let z k be the resulting solution for the improvements, and OBJ k the resulting objective value. 4: Solve W C(z k ). Let p k be the resulting scenario, and W C k the resulting objective value.
return Optimal improvements z k and objective value OBJ k . 7: else 8:
k ← k + 1 10:
Goto 3 11: end if
The algorithm is summarized as Algorithm 1. Note that the values OBJ k are monotonically decreasing, being the optimal objective values to problems that have increasingly more constraints and variables. However, their actual objective values W C k are not necessarily monotonically increasing. Figure 1 provides an example for a typical run of Algorithm 1. Encircled are solutions which are better than solutions from previous iterations. 
Artificial Scenarios
As the nominal problem FLI is already NP-hard and the robust version further increases its computational difficulty, we now introduce heuristic solution approaches.
Here we aim at the solution of one FLI problem with a single scenario p ∈ R |V | that "represents" the whole uncertainty set U appropriately. It is not necessary that p is an actually possible scenario, i.e., p / ∈ U is possible. While this problem can be solved comparatively fast, its quality depends on how p is determined.
We consider the following cases, setting n := |V |.
1. We set p = λp + (1 − λ)p for some constant λ ∈ [0, 1]. This includes the best-case scenario p = p, and the worst-case scenario p = p.
2. As a special case of this convex combination, we use a value for λ that depends on K and n. If one expects "bad" nodes to be randomly uniformly distributed, then the expected loss is given as p = λp + (1 − λ)p with λ = K/n.
3. Finally, assumption that "bad" nodes are uniformly distributed may be too optimistic, given that only nodes are relevant which actually carry some flow. Estimating that in a graph with n nodes, only √ n nodes have a flow which is larger than zero, we get the more pessimistic value λ = min{1, K/ √ n}. If the graph class is known, such an estimate may be further refined.
Any of the above approaches yield a heuristic set of improvements z. To evaluate these solutions, a problem W C(z) still needs to be solved. For large instances, this evaluation may take more computation time than for finding the improvements.
Rollout and Local Search
As the artificial scenarios approach from Section 4.2 is a one-shot heuristic (i.e., a single solution is constructed), we discuss two ways to use such a solution as a starting point to two different, iterative heuristic methods. Note that to evaluate a choice of improvements z, the mixed-integer program W C(z) needs to be solved. This creates computational difficulties for heuristic procedures which rely on the evaluation of many solutions.
The first approach we describe is a rollout heuristic (see [BTW97] for a general discussion of this method). The idea of this method is to use the method from Section 4.2 as a look-ahead to fix variables heuristically. Rollout heuristics can be seen as a simplification of branch-and-bound algorithms, where only one branch of the tree is considered in depth.
Let us assume that the nodes j = 1, . . . , n are sorted in some order of importance (e.g., sorted in decreasing order of improvement per costp j /c j ). We begin with heuristically solving two subproblems: We fix z 1 = 1, and we fix z 1 = 0, i.e., we enforce the improvement of the first node, and we enforce that the first node must not be improved. Both subproblems are solved using the artificial scenario approach.
We then check which solution yields the better objective value and keep the respective variable fixing constraint on z 1 . We then proceed to the second node, and so on: Having considered node j, we proceed to node j + 1 and repeat the same process.
As there is a budget constraint on the number of improvements, we first check if the remaining improvement budget allows both possibilities, whenever we fix variables in this way. The rollout heuristic ends if either the complete list of nodes is exhausted (which means that linearly many subproblems were solved using the artificial scenario approach), or a timelimit is reached. The best solution we encountered is returned.
Note that even after the first iteration, this approach is at least as good as using the one-shot heuristic (the reason being that the one-shot heuristic does or does not improve the first node). The rollout heuristic uses the one-shot heuristic to explore a larger set of candidate solution using variable branching.
As a second solution approach, we consider a local search on the improvements z. Using the artificial scenario approach to generate a feasible starting solution, we compile a list of feasible neighborhood moves, where a move is to either remove the improvement of a node and add the improvement of a different node, or to add a new improvement without removing an already existing improvement (in both cases, given that the budget suffices). The number of moves is thus bounded by O(n 2 ). We consider the feasible neighborhood moves in random order. To evaluate any move, a MIP needs to be solved, as described in Section 3.2.2. If the evaluation of a move results in an improvement in the objective value, the move is accepted, the current solution updated, and a new list of feasible neighborhood moves is generated. This is repeated until either no improving move is found within the list (i.e., a local optimum is reached), or the timelimit is reached.
Note that this algorithm could also be extended by meta-heuristics such as simulated annealing or tabu search. However, as evaluating a move is computationally expensive, such approaches do not seem promising based on our experimental experience.
As noted above, both the rollout heuristic and the local search need to evaluate several candidate solutions by solving a MIP, which may take too long on large-sized instances for our heuristics to be efficient. Therefore, we consider two additional, heuristic ways to evaluate a solution. The first heuristic solution evaluation simply uses a fixed timelimit on the solution of (33-42) to ensure that a sufficient number of solutions can be evaluated. Our second heuristic evaluation uses a local search on the w variables to determine the objective value of a candidate z solution. Note that this local search is different to the local search on the z variables described above. As a neighborhood move, we chose two variables w i = 0 and w j = 1, and set w i = 1 and w j = 0. Each move is then evaluated by solving a flow with losses problem of type (29-32). Because this evaluation is comparatively fast, we first sample a set of random candidate scenarios to warmstart the search.
Affine Adjustable Counterpart
We now consider a heuristic approach to solve RFLI based on limiting the degree of freedom for the adjustable variables f and h (as first proposed in [BTGGN04] ). If we consider f and h as functions on the scenario set, i.e., f : U → R |A| and h : U → R |V | , then problem RFLI does not impose any restrictions on the form these functions may take. For the heuristic affine adjustable counterpart, we demand that both f and h are affine linear functions, i.e.,
As we restrict the variables space to affine linear functions, we may not find an optimal solution to RFLI; instead, we solve a conservative approximation. The reason for using affine linear functions is two-fold. On the one hand, the second-stage variables of many optimization problems show an affine linear behavior (see [BTGGN04] ). On the other hand, and in this case more importantly, an advantage of this approach is that the resulting model can be reformulated to a more compact, better tractable form. As an example, we consider the objective function max min
Substituting f as above, we consider the approximate objective function max min
instead. Using the previously used duality technique, we rewrite this objective as
with additional variables π 0 , ν 0 . Following similar techniques for the constraints of RFLI, the affine adjustable counterpart (AARC) of FLI is given by the following MIP:
The details on the derivation of AARC are shown in Appendix B.
Experiments
We present two sets of experiments. In the first one, we use randomly generated grid graphs to evaluate the algorithms presented in this paper. In the second experiment, we use realistic data based on the city of Nice, France, to compare our heuristic approaches. All experiments were conducted on a computer with 96GB RAM and a 16-core Intel Xeon E5-2670 processor, running at 2.60 GHz with 20MB cache, and Ubuntu 12.04. Mixed-integer programs were solved using Cplex v. 12.6. and C++ programs compiled with gcc v. 4.5.4. and flag -O3. For the first experiment, one core was used per algorithm. For the second experiment, all 16 cores were used.
Random Instances
Instances. We created 15 sets I , = 4, . . . , 18 of random instances to compare our solution algorithms for the RFLI problem. Each graph is a grid of size × , where evacuees start in the lower left corner and need to reach the upper right corner. S is always equal to 100, and B is chosen uniformly randomly from {1, . . . , }. We set K to be either 2, 8, or 16 (controlling the degrees of freedom of the uncertainty set). Arc capacities are generated in {1, . . . , 100}, and we generate losses Setting. Every instance is solved using the iterative Algorithm 1 (which is denoted as EX). Note that Algorithm 1 is not a branch-and-cut algorithm, where scenarios are generated on-the-fly. Instead, problem RFLI is solved to optimality before the worst-case problem W C is used to generate a new scenario.
So we additionally compare this exact solution approach to a lazy constraint generation approach, where we solve a single master RFLI problem, and additional scenarios are generated on-the-fly within the same branch-and-bound tree. We did not implement a branch-and-cut algorithm from scratch, but used the Cplex framework for this purpose. Using Cplex callbacks, it is possible to add cuts during the optimization process. Whenever such a callback routine is called, the worst-case problem W C is solved to optimality to generate the current worst-case scenario. This solution approach is denoted as EX-L.
As two further variants of this lazy constraint method, we analyze the impact of solving the scenario generation problem heuristically using the same evaluation methods described in Section 4.3, i.e., a Cplex callback to generate new cuts will either impose a timelimit on the W C problem, or run the same local search algorithm on w as used for the heuristics in Section 4.3 to find a heuristic cut. When using a timelimit on the evaluation, we refer to the resulting solution as EX-L-TL; when using a local search, we refer to the solution as EX-L-LOC. Furthermore, we determine heuristic solutions using artificial scenarios as described in Section 4.2 with λ ∈ {0.00, 0.50, 1.00, K/n, K/ √ n}. We refer to these solutions as W(λ). We additionally use the rollout and local search methods described in Section 4.3, and refer to these solutions as ROLL-EX (rollout with exact evaluation), ROLL-TL (rollout with a timelimit on the evaluation), ROLL-LOC (rollout with local search for the evaluation), and analogously for LOC-EX, LOC-TL, LOC-LOC. The evaluation timelimit is 10 seconds for instances with ≥ 10, and 5 seconds for smaller instances. For rollout and local search, we use W(K/ √ n) as the underlying heuristic. Finally, we also solve the affine adjustable robust counterpart, which is denoted as AFF.
We record the objective values of these algorithms using a timelimit of two minutes each. To determine the objective value, we give another two minutes time to solve the evaluation problem.
Results. We summarize our results in Tables 1-4. The average relative objective value is compared in Tables 1-3 . We normalized values using the objective value of the best solution found per instance; e.g., the value 0.73 in the bottom left corner of Table 1 means that that on average, the best objective per instance divided by the objective value of the solution produced with Algorithm 1 equals 73% percent. The best performance in each row is highlighted in bold.
For K = 2, the exact, iterative approach from Algorithm 1 shows clearly the best performance of all solution methods. Using lazy constraints performs well for smaller instances, but is not competitive anymore for ≥ 13 on. A possible reason for this behavior is the computational costliness to solve the separation problem. The heuristics from Table 2 show better performance, with no clear winner over the different variants. The one-shot heuristics from Table 3 show mixed performance, with the more conservative approaches failing to produce good results due to the small value of K. The AARC is computationally difficult to solve and only competitive for small instances.
If we increase K, this overall picture becomes quite different. For larger values of K, Algorithm 1 cannot perform a sufficient number of iterations within the timelimit, and the heuristic approaches becomes more relevant. In particular the rollout heuristic with a fixed timelimit on the evaluation time shows good performance, and also the more conservative one-shot heuristics.
We analyze the performance of EX in more detail in Table 4 , where we present the average time spent solving the lower bound problem (33-42), the average number how often this problem is solved, and the same for the corresponding upper bound problems. In the last column, the number of instances is shown where EX succeeded in proving optimality of the produced solution (a value of 20 meaning that all instances of this size could be solved to proven optimality).
These results confirm the strong connection between the size of the uncertainty set, and the efficiency of EX. While for K = 2, most of the time is spent in the upper bound problems (which become increasingly hard to solve with every iteration), the lower bound problem consumes most of the computation time for K = 8 and K = 16.
To summarize these findings, we found that for small values of K, the exact, iterative approach produces high-quality solutions, which are often shown to be optimal. For larger values of K, our heuristic approaches are the better choice; in particular those that bound the computation time spent in solving the lower bound problem.
Regarding computation times of the other algorithms, EX-L and EX-L-TL usually require more time than EX, as is reflected in the resulting objective values. Local search and rollout algorithms use as much computation time as allowed by construction, while the W(λ) algorithms only use the full timelimit for I 18 , and be generally well below it. AFF requires even more computation time than the exact algorithms for most of the instances.
Realistic Instances
Instances. We now consider problem instances which are based on real-world data modeling the city of Nice, France. The city is situated in a seismically active region, and has encountered several earthquakes and tsunamis in its history. Figure 2 shows the underlying graph, which is generated from OpenStreetMap data. We used 500 nodes and 1124 edges.
To generate loss values, we used seismic simulation data from [L + 14] that simulates an earthquake with similar characteristics as the Ligure earthquake of 1887 with a magnitude of approximately 6.9M W . Based on these simulation results, loss values were estimated corresponding to the expected damage to infrastructure. Figure 3 shows the level of damages considering the Ligure earthquake scenario.
The population data come from the French National Institute for Statistics and Economic Studies (INSEE) who estimate the population of each city including Nice and the repartition of the population over the area. Their estimation also takes into account foreigners during holidays.
In order to know the population impacted by the earthquake scenario, the population repartition given for the city of Nice by INSEE in 2011 is mapped with the Ligure damages scenario, i.e., Figure 3 in order to know the number of persons that have to be evacuated. We consider a set of 17 starting points from where evacuees get information about their affectation shelters and the safest way to reach them.
The shelter locations are outside the endangered area (i.e., the area in red). In this case study, we consider 7 of them near the living places that have to be evacuated and each of them has a capacity.
No data regarding the costs to improve the safety of locations was available. We therefore generated random values from [0.5, 1.5] per node corresponding to "unit improvement costs", e.g., 10,000 Euros. Such improvements correspond to seismic retrofitting measures, such as the construction of stabilizing trusses on endangered buildings. Setting. We consider the two scenario sets U(10) (i.e., only 2% of all nodes may have their worst-case loss value) and the more conservative set U(50) (i.e., 10% of nodes). We solved these instances heuristically using λ ∈ {0.00, 0.50, 1.00, K/n, K/ √ n} for varying improvement budget B ∈ [10, 30]. To limit computation times, we imposed a timelimit of 120 seconds for each lower bound problem.
Results. We compare the heuristic objective values for K = 10 and K = 50 in Figures 4(a) and 4(b) , respectively. While the more optimistic estimates λ = 0.00 and λ = K/n outperform the others for K = 10, this is turned around for K = 50. Overall, the value λ = K/ √ n provides a good compromise choice for both settings. Computation times for the upper bound problems were in the order of a few seconds, while the lower bound problems always required the full 120 seconds available.
Using computational results as presented in Figure 4 , the planner is provided a helpful tool to decide two questions: Firstly, how many evacuees can be estimated to reach shelter locations under different degrees of damage severeness? Using our population data, estimates lie between ∼ 2500 and ∼ 4200 evacuees. Secondly, what is the safety gain by increasing the spending on security measures? These results indicate between 8 evacuees per improvement unit for the heavy-damage case, and around 15 evacuees per improvement for the light-damage case. These results may serve as indicators to better prepare for an emergency situation.
Using the affine adjustable heuristic on these instances, no other than the trivial zero-solution could be found within the timelimit. 
Conclusion
In this paper we contributed to the current literature on network flow evacuation planning models, by introducing a new evacuation model that includes losses along nodes, improvability, and uncertainty. As the scenario set and thus the model is of exponential size, it cannot be solved directly using a mixed-integer programming solver. We therefore developed an algorithm that iteratively increases the problem size by finding the worst-case scenario for the current (partial) solution along with several heuristic methods to construct feasible solutions and to evaluate them.
In computational experiments we compared the performance of these solution approaches using both randomly generated and realistic instances based on the city of Nice, France. Our results show the superior performance of heuristic approaches for instances with large number of nodes and large uncertainty sets. Using the models and methods presented in this paper, a planner is given a tool to estimate the impact of a catastrophe under different spending budgets. 
A Proof of Theorem 1
Theorem 2. FLI is strongly NP-complete, even if c i = 1 for all i ∈ V .
Proof. Given a decision instance of FLI, it requires a polynomial number of operations to verify each constraint in order to answer Yes or No. Therefore, FLI is in NP.
To show NP-hardness, we consider the 3-partition problem, which is known as strongly NP-hard: Given a (multi)set M of 3N natural numbers a i with B/4 < a i < B/2 for all i = 1, . . . , 3N , where B := 1/N 3N i=1 a i . Find a partition of M into N sets M 1 , . . . , M N such that the sum of numbers a i in each set is equal to B.
Given an instance of 3-partition, we create an instance of FLI in the following way:
There is a source node s where N B evacuees start. Additionally, there is one node v i for each i = 1, . . . , 3N , one node v k for each k = 1, . . . , N , nodes v ik for each i = 1, . . . , 3N and k = 1, . . . , N , and one sink node t.
We have p i = 1 andp i = 0 for all nodes v i and v i ; and p ik = 0,p ik = 1 for all nodes v ik .
Furthermore, there are arcs from s to v i for all i = 1, . . . , 3N with capacity a i ; arcs from v i to v ik and from v ik to v k with capacity a i for all i = 1, . . . , 3N and k = 1, . . . , N ; and arcs from v k to t with capacity B for all k = 1, . . . , N . An example is presented in Figure 5 . To see this, let a 3-partition be given. If value a i is in set M k , then we improve node v ik , meaning the a i units of flow can go from v i to v k . As we have a 3-partition, there is exactly one possible path between every pair of nodes v i and v k , and the total inflow in the nodes v k equals B. Thus, we have a choice of improvements that yields a flow with value N B.
On the other hand, let an optimal solution to the FLI instance with value N B be given. As N B units of flow start from s, there is no loss in the network. This means that for every node v i , i = 1, . . . , 3N , there is exactly one improved node v ik (as there needs to be at least one such node to prevent loss, and the improvement budget enforces that not more than one such node can be improved). The node improvements can thus be considered as a partitioning of the elements a 1 , . . . , a 3N into N sets. As each node v k has B units of outgoing flow, this partition is a 3-partition with equal sums. 
